‘Developing Putting Focus & Confidence’
Northampton GC; March 23rd & 29th 2017
(On scale 1 = Poor, to 5 = Excellent) (n=23)
Booking & Registration: 4.9
Room & Facilities: 4.6
Food Served: 4.1
Location: 4.3
Quality of the Content & Structure of day: 4.8
‘As usual Brian explains his ideas really clearly. Really interesting to see how a highly regarded practitioner
works with his clients and he can explain why’
‘Very enjoyable. Plenty of applied experience shared and challenged. Theory underpinning application and
how to apply was simple and easy to follow. Good course’
‘Good ideas for applied work and good games’ ‘Great integration of science and practical application’
‘Very practical. Brian is a skilled sport psychologist who shows how to simplify the potentially tortuous
challenge that is putting; and apply this with golfers of all levels’
‘Brian gives a fantastic mixture of solid theory, sport specific examples and multiple experiential
opportunities which allow you to really get to grips with the key skills. Time well spent’
‘Very good applied workshop which gave me a good understanding of how to work psychologically with
golfers. Enjoyed the application of theory to the real world and to practice which is often missing in sport
psychology training and CPD’
‘Really useful day. Great for learning and sharing ideas. Was great to use the focus band in action’
‘Really insightful masterclass, so much to take home, can’t wait to apply what I’ve learned into some of my
work, in golf and in other sports’
‘Thoroughly well prepared, this is why it is a worthwhile masterclass’
‘Amazing workshop that covers a really useful concept that can be used with many sports’
‘I really enjoyed the specific hands-on experience. Thanks for showing. It triggers me to think more out of
the box’
‘An excellent masterclass. The content and delivery were first class’
‘Good insight provided regarding working as a sport psychologist in golf, and especially in putting’
‘Loved the relaxed set up, chairs in semi-circle, introductions. Enjoyed the content and most of all, how
applicable the content is and excellent detail on how to deliver’
‘Excellent presenter, personable and authentic, and very experienced, but open to learning’
‘A well delivered and thought provoking masterclass providing an opportunity to see theory and research
applied in practical settings’

